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Project Goals/Scope
Stories about the birth of nations in the Americas breaking free from European colonial empires
have inspired the narratives of historians and other authors since the very inception of said
nations.1 These early histories were mostly focused on the historical trajectory of individual
countries and on the heroic accomplishments of “founding fathers.”2 Their conventional
historical wisdom, still held today, views the nations born in the Americas during the late 18th
and early 19th centuries as the products of elite action and holds that the territories, peoples, and
states—the sovereignty of nations—that eventually comprised them by the mid-nineteenth
century as the inevitable results of natural and autonomous historical trajectories.3
Academic historical scholarship has in the last fifty years complicated this conventional
approach.4 But presumptions about the primacy of elite political action and the inevitable
configurations of national sovereignties largely remained untouched. Only recently has historical
research challenged such entrenched presumptions. New scholarship has unveiled the impact of
everyday peoples (not just elites) on processes of nation-making, especially African-descended
peoples and indigenous communities.5 New currents are also finding that the results of these
processes were just one single set of many possible historical contingencies. That is, other
configurations of post-colonial sovereignty—monarchies, slave regimes, fleeting nations that
disappeared or fragmented—were not only possible but tried. New research is also finding how
the birth and consolidation of nations in the Americas comprised highly fluid practices of
territoriality, citizenship, constitutionalism, and the everyday business of rule and being ruled.6
This project engages these historiographic currents as they have emerged in studies about
the histories of Latin America and the United States, but with an innovative twist. It examines
the Americas as a common space where the first grand stage of global decolonization and its
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resultant configurations and reconfigurations of post-colonial sovereignties played out—as
opposed to thinking about the trajectories of individual countries and regions separately. Indeed
other studies have begun to do this.7 The Atlantic World—understood as an expansive space
encompassing the Americas but also Western Europe and the western coasts of Africa—will thus
serve as the larger analytical framework of this project.
To examine how sovereignty construction played out in one corner of the Atlantic World,
this project will explore the perspectives of people that occupied the middling southern elite of
the Early Republic United States (1770 to 1820). They consisted of landowners, slave owners,
and political actors involved in the construction of sovereignty on the state level via participation
in constituent assemblies and congresses, and service as officials in frontier territories. Our
central problem is this: How did the views of sovereignty among the middling southern elite
impact the actual construction of that sovereignty in the Early Republic United States?8 Rather
than sustain a parochial focus on just the United States, this project will maintain the Americaswide, Atlantic-world framework at the forefront of analysis upon exploring collections held in
the Southern Historical Collection of the Wilson Library at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill. This repository includes family papers, business ledgers, drafts of state
constitutions, and correspondence between state and regional legislators, and slave petitions,
especially from the US South, that will serve as key pieces for solving the historical puzzle stated
above. The expanding slave societies of the Early Republic US South most resembled slaverybound, frontier-oriented, plantation-centered and racially-stratified societies of early postcolonial
Latin America; they lend themselves to this analytical approach. And the Southern History
Collection is the foremost archival repository on the history of US South in the country. It will
serve as the main repository of primary sources for this project.
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